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Figure 1: The proposed gated contextual Transformer. In the mask matrices, the red, gray, and white 
blocks present the positions corresponding to the target to be predicted, the positions of masked 
data, and the positions of available data.

1. Introduction

Sequential audio tagging (SAT) means detecting both 
the class information of audio events, and the order in 
which they occur within the audio clip. To exploit both 
forward and backward information of events for SAT 
tasks, this paper proposes a gated contextual 
Transformer (GCT) with forward-backward inference. 

2. GATED CONTEXTUAL TRANSFORMER (GCT)

Model structure.

3. Results and analysis
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2.1. Encoder and Decoder of GCT

Encoder: 
There are two ways for the input: 
1) the entire spectrogram of the audio clip; 
2) the patch sequence by dividing the spectrogram clip into Patches.

Decoder: 
With the combined effect of forward and backward 
mask matrices, the normal and reverse sequence 
branches will infer the same target at each time step.

2.2. Gated contextual multi-layer 
perceptron (GCMLP)

GCMLP aims to perform the final 
conditioning of the decoder output 
based on the gated MLP (gMLP) block 
and shared weights while considering 
the contextual information about the 
target to achieve more accurate 
predictions.

2.3. Forward-backward inference

Ablation study.

Pretrained weight.

Pos emb (#2) slightly outperforms 
GCMLP (#3). This reveals that when 
the input is small patches, the 
position information is valuable for 
the model to effectively capture the 
local information of events.

FBI plays a more powerful role when 
coarse-grained clips are input. The 
reason may be that after the 
spectrogram is split into patches, the 
time interval between forward and 
reverse information is shortened in 
each patch, equivalent to reducing the 
range of context that FBI can capture.

#5 outperforms #4, indicating that 
the encoder with the ability in 
acoustic feature extraction is more 
important than Pos_emb in providing 
the position information of patches.

Case study.

Figure 2: Attention in GCT. 
In subgraph (c), the x-axis is each 
event predicted in an autoregressive 
way, the y-axis is the reference event.

The inferred sequences 
match the corresponding 
labels consistently, which 
means that GCT is good at 
exploiting event context to 
identify event sequences.

The fixed mode (#2) is better than fine-tuning the transferred parameters (#3). The reason may be that the part 
(Pos emb and encoder) containing pretrained weights and the remaining randomly initialized part (decoder and 
GCMLP) differ greatly in the latent space, finetuning these two disparate parts using the same learning rate will 
inevitably affect the performance of (Pos emb and encoder) with audio events expertise.

4. Conclusion

To improve cTransformer in structure and inference, we propose a gated 
contextual Transformer (GCT) with GCMLP and FBI for SAT.
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